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Action Plan against XXXX and YYYY
---NB: in order to preserve the logical consistency of the plan, the new measures is to say, decided or
implemented for the first time in 2016, interspersed among the existing measures should be extended. For
readability, these new measures are marked with an asterisk (*)
[Original: Plan d'Action contre la Radicalisation et le Terrorisme, Dossier de Presse, 9 mai 2016]
[The translation from the French original, by Google Translate, is necessarily subject to
amendment; no grammatical corrections have been made]
[See commentary: Radical Innovators Beware -- in the arts, sciences and philosophy, 2016]

I: Detect trajectories of XXXX and YYYY networks as soon as possible
1. Ensure the deployment of the next annual installments of strengthening and diversification of
human resources specialized intelligence services in the service of the fight against YYYY.
2. Deepen the opening up of the functioning of the intelligence services in the structuring of sharing
all available information on YYYY networks. Control the distribution of monitoring XXXX-ed
targets according to their level of dangerousness and facilitate the detection of weak signals,
through the integration of intelligence methods.
3. Create, within the prison service, a full-service information belonging to the second circle of the
intelligence community (Art. L.811-4 CSI) (*)
4. Continue the development and implementation of a teaching evaluation and management of
XXXX-ed individuals in detention; increasing awareness and training to better detect signs of
XXXX.
5. Develop support programs for people detained after passing in dedicated units. (*)
6. Recruit new supervisors and correctional counselors and probation.
7. Strengthen ZZZZ prison mediators to stem the prisons spread of XXXX discourse.
8. Continue the prison security plan; develop video-protection in their neighborhoods; increase the
technological means to detect illegal or hazardous substances and products.
9. Adapt the legislative framework of searches. (*)
10. Sustaining the national system for collecting and processing reports.
11. Create a grid of output indicators of XXXX. (*)

II: Monitor, obstruct and neutralize YYYY networks
12. More frequent recourse to the association of criminal conspiracy to better take into account the
danger of individuals. (*)
13. Extend the safety period of 22 years to 30 years imprisonment and introduce the possibility of life
imprisonment without parole for acts of YYYY. (*)
14. Better protect anonymity and, to that end, allow the use of a false identity, witnesses of crimes and
offenses constituting acts of YYYY. (*)
15. Develop and implement within two years a technology upgrade plan of the National Platform of
Judicial Interceptions (PNIJ). It will have new features and technological capabilities corresponding
to special techniques applicable to YYYY investigations and decryption capabilities encrypted
communications will be increased. (*)
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16. Starting the operation of FIJAIT (Fichier judiciaire automatisé des auteurs d'infractions sexuelles
ou violentes) from June 2016. (*)
17. Continue the policy of legal and administrative obstacles to freedom of movement of dangerous
people.
18. Entry into operation on an experimental basis the French PNR from the summer of 2016 (*)
19. Also create a maritime PNR to secure passenger flows on passenger vessels (measure passed in the
bill for the "blue economy"). (*)
20. Apply as long as necessary a systematic political control at the external borders of the Union for the
purpose of fighting YYYY.
21. Maintain pursuant to the option provided for in Article 23 of the Schengen Borders Code,
coordinated checking operations at internal EU borders (land, port and airport) as long as the
analysis of safety risk justify the .
22. Promote at EU level design identity documents and secure travel.
23. Deploy as early as summer 2016 a monitoring and evaluation of the behavior of people back after
suspicion of participation or attempted participation in sectors jihadists abroad. (*)
24. Stricter framework for the use of reloadable prepaid payment cards. (*)
25. Expanding the powers of Tracfin and customs services in the fight against YYYY financing. (*)
26. Creating a new criminal offense to suppress trafficking in cultural property from theaters of
operations of YYYY groups. (*)
27. Continue the suspension of social benefit payments to those previously eligible who left French
territory to reach areas controlled by ZZZZ.

III: Combating YYYY in its international networks and its sanctuaries
28. Strengthen the resources allocated to defense, by updating the military planning law in 2015, as
well as additional measures agreed in 2016.
29. Weaken and destroy the military capability of ZZZZ groups.
30. Strengthening actions in cyberspace.
31. Put diplomatic action in the service of preventing XXXX.

IV: Intensify the XXXX prevention devices to provide individualized public support
32. Double within two years the management capabilities of people being XXXX-ed or XXXX, and
their families. (*)
33. Generate additional EUR 40 million over two years from 2016 to 2018, to finance new measures in
the plan. (*)
34. Create, within the General Secretariat of the Inter-ministerial Committee for the Prevention of
Delinquency and XXXX (CIPDR), a national coordination unit and support for the territorial action
of departmental prefects, communities and networks of associative operators. Increase staffing of
CIPDR and diversify recruited profiles. (*)
35. Offer local authorities and large networks of operators to be represented in the CIPDR. (*)
36. Broadcast immediately by way of instruction to all the decentralized services of the state's new
interministerial guide preventing XXXX. (*)
37. .Accroître The amount of resources dedicated to actions of family allowance funds (CAF) to
support the families of XXXX people. (*)
38. Increase support capacity among the XXXX-ed people, those with mental health issues.
39. Launch a new phase of the Plan of prevention and monitoring of internal XXXX National
Education (prevention -- identification and reporting -- monitoring and follow-up training). (*)
40. Continue the private education control plan without contract and home education.
41. Mobilize the "citizenship" segments of of educational projects to develop, in partnership with
municipalities and associations, offer extracurricular activity dedicated to the development of
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critical thinking, but also the capacity for judgment vis-à-vis media and social networks.
42. Distribute to each youth age class of XXXX prevention modules during the day defense and
citizenship (JDC). (*)
43. Educating the media and information. (*)
44. Reinforce the PJJ with 185 additional staff for the implementation of its support missions in
response to XXXX.
45. Preventing XXXX in the sports field by the Development Control clubs and educators and the
face-off "approval sport" in case of proven drift. (*)
46. Reinforce complementarity between the state and county councils in the Protection of Minors
against the phenomenon of XXXX and support families by offering an operational protocol in all
departments. (*)
47. Register before the end of 2016 in each city contract an action plan against XXXX, contracted
between the State and the community. (*)
48. Invite the mayors and prefects to develop a XXXX prevention component within the Local
Councils security and crime prevention (CLSPD), wherever the situation warrants. (*)
49. Strengthen the mobilization of all stakeholders, sharing experiences and facilitating the
dissemination of good practices, organizing a national meeting of local authorities around the issues
of the fight against XXXX and support for people XXXX=ed.
50. Structure of regional and district centers of support for operators, thanks to the mobilization of large
associative networks. (*)
51. Establish mobile teams to the interregional level to provide support in the management of
XXXX-ed people or in the process of XXXX. (*)
52. Create by the end of 2017, in each region, a center of rehabilitation and citizenship dedicated to the
home of XXXX-ed individuals or in the process of XXXX with accommodation. (*)
53. Strengthen the training of actors in contact with the public likely to be targeted by XXXX
movements or including XXXX-ed people.

V: Develop applied research on speech and mobilize against ZZZZ in France
54. Establish a permanent Scientific Council on XXXX and YYYY, to coordinate a research network
and to ensure the transfer from research to operational activities (*)
55. Assign more university scholarships to ATER / PhD students whose work fall within this
framework. (*)
56. Set action research development targets for XXXX and analysis of YYYY phenomena, providing
the introduction of some research activities at the decentralized level (regional education
authorities). (*)
57. Support initiatives and mobilization of institutions representing the ZZZZ belief. (*)
58. Continue the surveillance, limitation and obstruction against the spread of XXXX propaganda.
59. Fighting against algorithmic confinement. (*)
60. Strengthen the team of community managers of the Government Information Service with the
involvement, through action research contracts specialists. (*)
61. Encourage private initiatives disseminating critical discourse ideology of XXXX or open discourse
of knowledge about ZZZZ in a scientifically framed methodological framework. financially support
these initiatives by intervention of the Interministerial Fund Delinquency Prevention (FIPD). (*)
62. Involve Internet players in the development of speech against, specifically targeting the online
activities of YYYY organizations, and by providing the assistance of experts and developers of
digital associates in management of XXXX . (*)
63. Take into account the particular situation of women in developing XXXX-ed against speech.

VI: Better protect vulnerable sites and networks
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64. Maintain the commitment of the new "protection contract" of the armed forces as a YYYY threat
requires.
65. Restore conditions of employment of the armed when they intervene in the country to protect the
population.
66. Build capacity of the network of senior defense and security officials (RFITS).
67. Opting for a very narrow frequency to screening of persons belonging to regulated professions or
having a sensitive area access authorization. (*)
68. Fill the guard civil nuclear sites through the creation of a national service dedicated "specialized
command to the security of nuclear (Cossen)" (*)
69. Gradually unify the administrative investigations device to access other sensitive sites (as defined in
the legislation of the Defence Code on points of vital importance). (*)
70. Strengthening the security of Seveso sites against the risk of malignancy. (*)
71. Investing in the development of assistive technologies for the protection of sensitive sites. (*)
72. Enhance the safety of rail transport, including major stations and interconnections. (*)
73. Enhance maritime security through the implementation of already applied in aviation security
methods. (*)
74. Maintain a high level of requirements in terms of aviation security, in view of the increased risk.
75. Deploy in two years (2016 and 2017) of a zonal plan video protection of the Ile-de-France (€ 38
million). (*)

VII: Know how to respond to any YYYY attack and show the nation's resilience
76. Increase awareness of the population through the consolidation of government websites related to
YYYY risks and launching before Euro 2016 a government application for smartphones, which will
provide useful information in case of attack, particularly behavioral guidelines in and around the
affected or threatened areas. (*)
77. Reassess the doctrines of use of forces to pre-position interventionet advanced elements of these
specialized units in a territorial network covering the whole territory. Give to all security forces
sovereign legal possibility to intervene with their weapons in response to those engaged in a
"murderous journey" (*)
78. Continually redefine the place of the reserve, municipal police, private security companies and their
articulation in the regal state response device.
79. Implement by the end of the year, a concrete plan for victims. (*)
80. Consolidating departmental continuity plans.
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